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"IN TAXI"
Credit Card Approval
Has Arrived
Join the millions of businesses
that profit from accepting credit cards.
Centrodyne Taximeters can now provide fast, secure and approved credit
card transactions in your vehicle. Our “Silent 600” Wireless Credit Card
Taximeter approves credit card transactions and prints receipts typically in
5 seconds. No more problems with Lost or Stolen Cards, Charge Backs,
Stiff Fees, Paperwork Nightmares, etc. With Centrodyne's “Silent 600”
Wireless Credit Card Taximeter, you will enjoy and profit from, quick
hassle free credit card transactions, monies deposited directly to your
account, increased revenue, accurate transaction reporting, and much
more.
Experience secure, reliable, approved transacions with Centrodyne's
“Silent 600” IN TAXI Wireless Credit Card System... NOW.
With Centrodyne, a secure, fast, approved transaction is only a “CARD
SWIPE” away.
Call NOW for all the benefits a CARD SWIPE can provide you!

(800) 655-5575
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CREDIT CARD SYSTEM

How it works:

Using the “Silent 600” Wireless Credit Card Taximeter (with internal or external printer) and a wireless modem (Motient,
Mobitex (Cingular), CDPD, etc.), the driver performs the following steps*:

Swipes the credit card. Taximeter prints the credit card receipt.
Receipt is passed to passenger, who fills in tip, signs and returns receipt to driver.
Driver enters tip into meter, sends the transaction, and in approximately 5 seconds the meter prints
the receipt with approval.

* Prior to trip a pre-approval may be performed to ensure valid credit.

A truly simple credit card transaction, easily understood by both the driver and passenger, and as common as the credit
transactions at restaurants, gas stations, etc.

Show me the money:
The money from each credit card transaction is deposited directly into your bank account, and with the use of the
Internet and the transaction software, you can view and track every transaction. In addition, for fleets, the software will
assist you in cashiering drivers at the end of their shift.

CARD
PROCESSOR

Transaction Software
» Activation
» Merchant Reports
» Diagnostics
(your home or
office)

Motient, Mobitex (Cingular),
CDPD, etc.
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